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ABSTRACT

As communication technology capabilities have improved and the globalization of the workforce has resulted in distributed teams, organizations have been shifting towards virtual teams and virtual meetings over the last decade. This trend has been accelerated with current work-from-home orders due to COVID-19. Even though virtual collaboration has, in the past, been the focus of multiple studies, there are some surprising gaps in our knowledge. For instance, there are few empirical studies examining the impact of virtual devices and tools on creative problem-solving. While there is a substantial body of research on electronic brainstorming and the use of virtual tools for idea generation, less is known about earlier processes such as problem construction or later processes such as idea evaluation and idea selection. Furthermore, as a dynamic process, creativity and innovation is heavily influenced by the people engaged in the process and their collaborative environment, yet there is a gap in the literature regarding the type of virtual tools used in the process (i.e., audio + video vs. audio alone, or the use of file-sharing technologies). In this paper, we will review the current literature on virtual teams, virtual meetings, and creativity. We will then explore theoretical frameworks such as media richness theory that can help us understand how virtuality and virtual tools may influence team creativity across the dynamic range of the creative problem-solving process. Finally, given the limited research in the domain of virtual team creativity we provide questions to help guide future research. Research questions will help identify those areas where virtual teams may be beneficial for creativity and areas where virtual teams may be likely to perform less effectively on creative tasks.
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In the last few decades, technology use and its integration into the workplace has increased and has become ubiquitous. This development has introduced unforeseen complexities that extend from everyday tasks to the organization as a whole. One such effect is the ease with which technology has allowed geographically-distant employees to collaborate with others to achieve shared goals (Cascio, 2000; Kanawattanachai & Yoo, 2002). As of the year 2016, researchers found that 85% of employees worked in at least one virtual team, with nearly half (41%) never meeting in person (CultureWizard by RW3, 2016). These teams require a virtual medium to facilitate the communication and collaboration processes that occur during meetings, a shift that had a marked impact on team dynamics and team cognition and creative performance (White, 2014). The trend towards virtualization has accelerated with the emergence of COVID-19 as many organizations moved to remote work, and employees saw a large increase in virtual medium use. Indeed, in the first month after quarantine, Microsoft Teams reported a 100% increase in usage (Microsoft, 2020). A recent survey showed that the average worker went from having about 4% of their total meetings in a virtual format to having 60% or more virtually (Reed & Allen, 2021). Further, several organizations have indicated that they will likely keep some or most of the workforce working remotely. A recent report by McKinsey indicated that 49% of jobs could be done remotely for at least one day a week, and 22% of jobs remote for the majority of the week. Finally, a desire to work from home has emerged among many employees, as evidenced in a recent survey. The survey found that 75% of respondents would prefer working from home or a hybrid workplace, and one-third reported that they would consider finding a new job if required to go back to working in an office full time (Robert Half, 2021). Over the past few years, the need to switch to virtual forms of communication has revealed advancements in the capabilities of technology. Organization have begun to recognize the benefits of virtual work including the ability to engage in teamwork anywhere, anytime, and with just about anyone. Changing management views on virtual work has highlighted the need to further study virtual teams.

Before proceeding, it is important to clearly define what we mean by virtual work, virtual teams, and virtual meetings. In this article, we refer to virtual work as any type of work that is electronically mediated and often represents material work (Robey, Schwaig, & Jin, 2003). For example, the writing of manuscripts for a journal often occurs in a fully electronic medium between coauthors, and some journals never publish in print. In this sense, involved parties are reliant upon a virtual medium to complete their tasking. Virtual teams, while similar, refer to teams whose members engage in interdependent tasks while geographically dispersed (Allison, Shuffler, & Wallace, 2015). For example, a global marketing team that comes together to unify their approach to marketing in multiple countries and markets. In this sense, virtual teams broaden the focus from being solely on the work or task itself and include the nuance of teamwork behaviors such as managing interpersonal relationships and coordinating interdependently. Finally, virtual meetings
are workplace meetings that occur via video or audio means, often within an online platform, and where participants are not collocated (Allison et al., 2015; Reed & Allen, 2021). Such meetings inherently involve communication between team members and, as such, can promote engaging in virtual teamwork behaviors that lead to virtual work completion.

With these definitions in mind, globalization and increasingly competitive markets have prompted organizations to value novel and unique solutions and products that enable virtual work, teaming, meeting, and collaboration (Shalley & Gilson, 2004). Given that an increasing number of employees work as part of a virtual team, understanding how virtuality will influence creativity is important. Existing research shows that the process of creativity can be challenging for many face-to-face teams (e.g., Harvey, 2014; Reiter-Palmon, 2018; Taggar, 2019). However, overlaying a virtual medium raises several unique challenges centered on the task itself as well as the social processes that occur in the virtual space. Currently, only limited research has explored a team’s creative process in a virtual medium. As the trends towards globalization have only increased in recent years, understanding work in virtual mediums is key for future explorations.

Conversely, a large body of research has examined the effects of communication modalities such as the use of voice only or audio-visual communication in the context of group communication and collaboration (Dennis & Kinney, 1998; Marlow et al, 2017). Considering the massive shift in the more common modalities of meetings due to both the COVID-19 pandemic and the recovery process, even the recent work noted here is dated in terms of the impact of modality on various meeting processes (Reed & Allen, 2021). In fact, even before COVID-19, there was a dearth of research examining the impact of communication modalities on creativity in virtual teams and their subsequent effect on team performance.

**TEAM CREATIVITY AND INNOVATION**

In the last two decades, interest in creativity and innovation has grown tremendously, with research finding that both are important for organizational performance (Dess & Pickens, 2000; Mumford & Hunter, 2005; Shalley et al., 2004). Organizational success has become predicated on rapid change and adaptation in innovation-driven work environments. Paired with the rising use of teams (Kozlowski & Bell, 2008), organizations have moved away from a hierarchical and static structure to a more dynamic, team-oriented, and cross-functional structure (Kozlowski & Bell, 2008; Shalley et al., 2004; Reiter-Palmon et al., 2011).

It is important at this point to define what is meant by team creativity and team innovation. Creativity has typically been defined by focusing on the creative product. Specifically, creativity has been defined in terms of the production of a “novel product, idea, or problem solution that is of value to the individual and/or the larger social group” (Hennessey & Amabile, 2010, p. 572). However, there is some variation in how researchers define creativity in relation to innovation. Some use these terms interchangeably. Others suggest that creativity involves the generation of
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ideas, whereas innovation includes both idea generation and implementation (Anderson, De Dreu, & Nijstad, 2004). Finally, others suggest that creativity is viewed as the generation of ideas and solutions, whereas innovation is defined as the implementation of these ideas and solutions in the organization (Anderson, Potocnik, & Zhou, 2014; West, 2002). Anderson et al. (2014) define creativity and innovation at work as the following:

the processes, outcomes, and products of attempts to develop and introduce new and improved ways of doing things. The creativity stage of this process refers to idea generation, and innovation refers to the subsequent stage of implementing ideas toward better procedures, practices, and products. Creativity and innovation can occur at the level of the individual, work team, organization, or at more than one of these levels combined, but invariably result in identifiable benefits at one or more of these levels of analysis (p. 2).

While Anderson et al. (2014) provide a differentiation between creativity and innovation, this approach has not been adopted by all researchers in this space. Further, the definition as it is presented here focuses on idea generation, and no (or limited) attention is given to processes that occur prior to that such as problem identification and construction (Reiter-Palmon, 2018). Further, innovation has typically been associated with tangible organizational outcomes, whereas creativity may or may not require such outcomes. We therefore include both creativity and innovation in our discussion to allow the reader to determine which term they prefer.

**MEDIA RICHNESS IN VIRTUAL ENVIRONMENTS**

One way in which communication modalities in both face to face and virtual environments have been evaluated is by the richness of the cues they provide. Richness represents the ability of different media to convey information based on the inherent characteristics of the media. The richer the communication media, the more visual and verbal cues provided in transmitting information between the sender and receivers (Daft & Lengel, 1986).

According to media richness theory, cues such as visible facial expressions and auditory intonation allow a sender to make their meaning clear (Daft & Lengel, 1986). Uncertainty and equivocality (i.e., misinterpretation) on the part of the receivers of the communication is reduced as a result. For instance, an individual using a teleconferencing software would be able to draw from auditory social cues such as loudness and pitch to draw inferences regarding the affective state of his or her teammates (Andriessen, 2003). A videoconferencing software, on the other hand, offers both auditory and visual cues, such as non-verbal behaviors, to present a more comprehensive picture of a teammate’s state (Driskell, Radtke, & Salas, 2003). In some cases, a lack of said social cues can make teammates feel as if they are not socially connected. Research has found that this disconnection can lead to negative outcomes, such as reduced information sharing and limited communication of novel information and ideas (Hogg & Reid, 2006).
Receivers and senders both benefit when a media provides additional contextual information to a message, as the likelihood of receiver misinterpretation decreases. For example, a humorous or sarcastic statement may be misconstrued as a demand over text, whereas a video message will provide the appropriate non-verbal cues to avoid ambiguity. According to this theory, richer communication modalities are expected to lead to increased task performance in creativity in particular (Suh, 1999; Rice, 1992). Richer media (containing visual and verbal cues) should reduce ambiguity related to tasks required for creativity among individuals in a virtual team. More specifically, as the richness of virtual team communication modality increases from lean texting to audio to video conferencing, performance on the progression of tasks requiring a creative solution should likewise increase.

In addition, communication modality can influence social processes that are associated with effective team performance. Among virtual teams who use a less rich communication modality, important team processes, such as the establishment of trust and psychological safety, will likely take significantly longer to emerge, if at all (Jarvenpaa & Leidner, 1999; Bos et al., 2001). This delay or loss can cause a virtual team member to feel less connected to fellow members and therefore decrease collective efficacy (Staples & Webster, 2008). Among communication modalities that offer a richer environment, teammates can more easily associate with one another, share successes, and develop a shared identity (Bowers et al., 2008). For these reasons, it is important to not only consider the differences between face-to-face and virtual teams, but also compare findings across the spectrum of media richness for virtual teams.

This spectrum of media richness has moved beyond the modalities of text, audio, and video. Current communication platforms (i.e., Zoom, Slack, Microsoft Teams) allow for a more hybrid interaction approach. These platforms offer multiple, simultaneous methods of communication like comments in text form, private side conversation (text that is only visible to one person) or sharing of information via documents or graphics. In addition, some platforms offer team members the ability to annotate virtual documents simultaneously in real-time. For example, Zoom provides a virtual collaborative whiteboard option for meeting attendees to use. All of these functions operate in conjunction with the ongoing audio or video component, thus adding to the richness of the information conveyed. Media Richness Theory in its original form did not account for these different additional information sources (Jarvenpaa & Keating, 2021).

Moreover, Media Richness Theory in its original form did not anticipate the rise of lean communication modalities that enhance user interactivity (Ishii et al., 2019). For example, GoogleDocs may traditionally be considered a lean modality due to a lack of verbal, social, or facial cues that can provide richness and context to communication. According to Daft and Lengel (1986), such modalities are expected to be associated with both increased communication misunderstandings and time to complete tasks. However, empirical research suggests highly effective teams leverage the significant effect of interactivity occurring within lean modalities (Aritz et al., 2018). Aritz and colleagues argue that tools embedded within lean media (e.g., instant messaging, commenting, file sharing, external web linking, etc.) allow teams to coordinate their efforts, refine their work
outputs, and complete tasks effectively. Similarly, Kwak (2012) argued that media may contain elements of both leanness and richness. In the example of GoogleDocs, the platform provides workers with access to parallelism (i.e., instant feedback), higher degrees of rehearsability (i.e., processing/refinement of work outputs), reprocessability (i.e., the ability to reaccess/archive past communication), and the capability to work both synchronously (i.e., simultaneously) and asynchronously (i.e., nonconcurrently).

Indeed, the synchronicity of work is a significant concern for disparate virtual teams (Kirkman & Mathieu, 2005). Media Richness Theory traditionally implies rich forms of communication (e.g., face-to-face) provide high levels of parallelism, and thus may lead to greater team effectiveness. Rich communication technology such as videoconferencing may also overcome constraints associated with time, space, or the cost of face-to-face meetings. However, certain practical concerns for virtual teams such as differing time zones, scheduling, or preferences in working hours can hinder the appropriateness of rich communication modalities (O’Leary & Cummings, 2007). In contrast, lean communication modalities may address the limitations of time, information, and geography. Thomas (2013) demonstrated that email usage was significantly associated with increased knowledge sharing and effectiveness during the development of new products. Thomas argued that rich forms of communication (e.g., videoconferencing) require high-degrees of coordination among virtual workers, increased time investment, and do not facilitate the identification of fast solutions compared to lean modalities such as email. Ultimately, Thomas recommends that virtual workers take advantage of both rich and lean communication tools to develop new products and solve work-related problems.

The variety of communication options in modern virtual meeting platforms calls for expanding the study of media richness. Unpacking the many factors that can influence media richness may provide a better understanding of how virtual teams tackle complex and ambiguous problems and solve them creatively. However, in order to address the effects of media richness on creativity, it is important to understand the core processes on creative problem solving.

**Team Creative Cognition.** Previous team creativity research has largely focused on evaluating the role of the creative individual as part of the team (Taggar, 2002). This research has provided critical insight regarding the relationships among specific team variables (e.g., team diversity), team social processes (e.g., conflict), and social cognitive processes (e.g., shared mental models), in terms of their impact on individual-level team members (Hulsheger et al., 2009). As a result, there is an established stream of research that has informed our understanding of social and emergent team processes associated with creativity (Hulsheger et al., 2009). However, researchers have only begun to attend to the factors that influence team-level creativity as a construct, as opposed to individual creativity within the team context (Hulsheger et al., 2009; Reiter-Palmon & Harms, 2017).

Factors that influence team creativity focus not only on the individual level, but also on team-associated elements such as emergent states and processes (Reiter-Palmon & Paulus, 2020). While many factors may influence creative problem-solving (e.g., leadership, personality characteristics,
motivation, goals, etc.), creative problem-solving cognitions have emerged as an important facet of both individual and team creativity (Reiter-Palmon et al., 2008). Currently, the cognitive processes underlying creativity have received more attention at the individual than the team level (Reiter-Palmon et al., 2008). While there are multiple models that focus on creative problem solving at the individual level (Mumford et al., 1991; Sternberg, 1988; Ward et al., 1999), work on the cognitive processes associated with creative problem solving in teams, with the exception of idea generation, has been lagging (Reiter-Palmon et al., 2008; Reiter-Palmon et al., 2011). Core processes that occur before or after idea generation, such as problem identification and construction and idea evaluation and selection, have received much less attention, especially at the team level (Reiter-Palmon, 2018).

One important difference between individual-level models and team creative cognition models is that, at the team level, there is an additional layer of team dynamics (Reiter-Palmon et al., 2020). While individuals engage in cognitive processes, additional factors must play a role for the processes to engender team-level creative outcomes. That is, individuals must share their thoughts and cognitions, requiring communication and information sharing (Cooke, 2015; Reiter-Palmon, 2018). Further, social processes such as conflict, cohesion, trust, and psychological safety can influence both individual-level cognition and the sharing of information in teams (De Dreu et al., 2011), resulting in direct effects on team creativity and innovation. These communication and social processes can be directly affected by the virtual environment and the richness of the cues provided by the communication. When discussing individual and team-level cognition, three main processes have been studied, specifically problem construction, idea generation, and idea evaluation (Reiter-Palmon et al., 2018).

**Problem Construction.** During the problem construction process, the problem solver recognizes that there is a problem to be solved, defines the parameters of the problem, and constructs the problem (Reiter-Palmon & Robinson, 2009). Therefore, problem construction includes both the identification of the problem by the problem solver and the structuring of the problem, which guides the subsequent problem-solving effort. Thus, the problem construction process clarifies and reduces some ambiguity presented by complex and ill-defined problems that often confront individuals and teams. At the individual level, problem identification and construction has been found to facilitate creative problem solving (Abdulla et al., 2020; Arreola & Reiter-Palmon, 2016; Ma, 2009; Reiter-Palmon et al., 1997; Vernon & Hocking, 2016). At the team level, research on problem identification and construction has focused on whether team members agree on how to define and construct the problem (Cronin & Weingart, 2007).

Research indicates that creative teams suffer when the problem frameworks vary across team members, and the goal states identified through problem construction cannot be reconciled in a single solution (Goh et al., 2013; Weingart et al., 2005). However, other research has suggested that when leaders and teams identify the discrepancies and resolve them in a constructive way, differences actually may increase team creativity (Leonardi, 2011; Gish & Clausen, 2013; Reiter-
Palmon & Murugavel, 2018; Weingart et al., 2008). This was especially true for interdisciplinary teams where team members are more likely to have diverse perspectives regarding the problem (Toader et al., 2019; Toader & Kessler, 2018). However, to our knowledge, no research has evaluated problem identification and construction in virtual teams. Future research needs to evaluate problem identification and construction not only in face-to-face teams but also in virtual teams.

Constraints and restrictions placed on the solution have also been found to be important for effective problem identification and construction (Medeiros et al., 2017; Mumford et al., 1994). While constraints typically are framed as opposed to the freedom that is needed and associated with creativity (Caniels & Rietzschel, 2015), current research suggests that it can also have beneficial effects (Haught-Tromp, 2016; Medeiros et al., 2017). A famous example of constraints and the positive effects of constraints is that of the book Green Eggs and Ham, written by Dr. Seuss. Dr. Seuss was challenged by his publisher to write a children’s story that included only 50 words or less. This challenge resulted in a creative outcome in the form of a book.

Rosso (2014) suggested that for teams, two types of constraints emerge. Process constraints focus on how the work is done and include factors such as time, equipment, technology, money, and personnel. Outcome constraints focus on the expected product, including factors such as markets, consumers, product requirements, and business needs. Both could serve as either facilitators or inhibitors of creativity. Specifically, process constraints tended to inhibit team creativity when they reduced experimentation and intrinsic motivation as a result of the perception that they reduced possibilities. Alternatively, process constraints could increase creativity when the team was motivated and cohesive. Product constraints tended to enhance motivation when they provided structure and a common framework but tended to inhibit creativity when they encouraged staying on the same course and the status quo. However, team dynamics were also important in how teams reacted to constraints. When teams had positive interactions, collaboration, and effective leadership, constraints facilitated creativity. When interactions were of poor quality, communication and collaboration suffered, and when team leadership was not effective, creativity was inhibited. Because the Rosso study was conducted with teams that met face to face, the generalizability of these findings to virtual teams is not well understood. Although virtual teams may encounter similar constraints to those experienced by face-to-face teams, constraints for virtual teams may have a more pronounced or have different influences on creativity. Issues that are more prevalent in virtual teams and may be part of the process constraints were not discussed in Rosso (2014). For example, the limiting social cues in virtual media may be part of the process constraints.

The research conducted indicates that communication and sharing of information are important mechanisms by which teams reach a shared understanding of the nature of the problem, and may resolve discrepancies in problem identification and construction (Reiter-Palmon et al., 2008; Reiter-Palmon & Sands, 2015). For a creative solution to emerge, however, teams must find a way to combine and integrate these divergent problem representations beyond simple compromise or conformity for the sake of expediency (Mesmer-Magnus & DeChurch, 2009; Reiter-Palmon, 2018; Weingart et al., 2008). Virtuality is likely to affect team problem identification and construction by
influencing both individual-level cognition, as well as the social processes associated with effectively performing this process within a team. The effects of virtuality and media richness on problem identification and construction can take multiple forms. For example, as a result of virtuality, teams may be able to invite experts from different geographical location and be able to consult with a variety of subject matter experts. In this case, virtuality may enhance a more comprehensive and complex understanding of the problem, which will likely increase creativity. On the other hand, virtuality, especially when media richness is low, may limit communication, reduce trust, and increase misunderstanding and conflict, resulting in a lower likelihood that different perspectives about the problem will be integrated.

Idea Generation. A robust body of research exists on the cognitive process of idea generation, or brainstorming in teams (Paulus & Brown, 2003). The majority of the research on brainstorming focuses on the number of ideas generated and not necessarily the creativity of those ideas (Reiter-Palmon et al., 2011). Further, early research indicates that nominal groups may be just as effective as teams in generating ideas when the focus is number of ideas generated (Mullen et al., 1991). However, research on the effects of brainstorming on the quality or originality of ideas is more limited and not as conclusive (Barki & Pinsonneault, 2001; Diehl & Stroebe, 1987; Grawitch et al., 2003; Mullen et al., 1991; Sutton & Hargadon, 1996).

The early findings that brainstorming may not result in more creative ideas was surprising and has led researchers to investigate the reasons for the lack of improvement over individual-level or nominal group level idea generation. One concern with using teams for any task is that there is often a pattern of non-participation or production loss (Dennis & Valacich, 1993). A number of reasons for production loss have emerged. First, it has been suggested that team members may suffer from evaluation apprehension and therefore be reluctant to share ideas with others (Collaros & Anderson, 1969). Second, production blocking may occur (Lamm & Trommsdorf, 1973). That is, some group members, in an attempt to be polite, may wait and take turns to express ideas. This may result in a two-fold loss of ideas; the person waiting may lose track of the idea, and because the idea was withheld it will not spark any other ideas from other team members (Nijstad & Strobe, 2006).

After identifying potential reasons for production loss, research shifted to identifying and evaluating ways in which production loss can be overcome or mitigated. An important method has emerged in the use of technology during brainstorming. Electronic Brainstorming (EBS) tools have been available since the early 1980s and have improved over the years with progress made in computer-mediated communication and technology. EBS aims to avoid production loss by allowing team members to generate ideas simultaneously. A meta-analysis on EBS has found that overall EBS results in the generation of more ideas compared to traditional brainstorming and nominal groups, and that this effect increases as the size of the team increases (Dennis & Willaims, 2005; DeRosa et al., 2007). Many EBS systems also allow for user anonymity which can help overcome the issue of evaluation apprehension (Sosik et al., 1998). While the majority of the work on EBS has not
focused specifically on virtual teams, the work does have important implications for understanding the cognitive process of idea generation in teams, with some attention to idea evaluation and selection (Maaravi et al., 2020). Regarding the outcomes of EBS, however, the focus tended to be on the number of ideas rather than the creativity of those ideas (Maaravi et al., 2020). Team creative processes that are used to evaluate and choose ideas that are worth implementing can help identify ideas that are truly novel and useful.

Idea Evaluation and Selection. Idea evaluation and selection refers to the process of evaluating ideas with respect to specific standards or goals and the subsequent selection of an idea to implement. Idea evaluation and selection is viewed as critical for the implementation of creative ideas and creative problem solving, and therefore has received increased attention from creativity researchers in the last decade (Rietzschel & Ritter, 2018). In part, the emphasis on this concept is due to the need for organizations to select the most effective idea to implement (Sharma, 1999). The quality and originality of the final idea selected for implementation will depend on the quality of the evaluation and selection process. While some research suggests that individuals and teams can correctly evaluate ideas for creativity (e.g., Basadur et al., 2000; Benedeck et al., 2016; Blair & Mumford, 2007; Runco, & Vega, 2000), other work suggests that individuals and teams cannot accurately identify creative ideas among the many presented (Blair & Mumford, 2007; Rietzschel et al., 2010; Reiter-Palmon et al., 2018). Mumford and colleagues (2002) suggested that the process of idea evaluation and selection is deeply contextualized. That is, the situation and circumstance of evaluation plays a role in its successes. The virtual context likely bears some influence on the evaluation and selection of creative ideas; however, direct research on the topic is limited. Still, studies on situational influences on evaluation and selection reveal how the process could unfold in virtual teams.

It is important to note that accurate idea evaluation is important. However, accuracy alone does not ensure that the ideas selected for implementation will be the most creative. Blair & Mumford (2007) found that participants tended to reject highly original or risky ideas and were more likely to select ideas that were consistent with social norms, easy to understand, and likely to quickly lead to desirable outcomes, unless under high time pressure. Reiter-Palmon et al. (2018) has found that teams tended to be less likely to choose creative ideas and sometimes even preferred ideas that were lower on quality. Social cues seem to be particularly important for idea selection. Research indicates that when individuals are asked to select ideas and have access to the opinions of others, social cues play an important role in selecting which idea to implement (Fleury et al., 2020; Mueller et al. 2018). Finally, Harvey and Kou (2013) investigated the relationship between idea generation and idea evaluation in teams. While some teams focused first on idea generation followed by idea evaluations, some teams cycled through and alternated idea generation, followed by idea evaluation and repeated. The researchers suggested that when teams alternated between idea generation and idea evaluation, engaging in the process of idea evaluation supported the development of a shared framework for the problem at hand. The importance of a shared framework, or a shared
mental model (SMM; Cannon-Bowers et al., 1993), has also been suggested by Mumford et al. (2001). In this study, a shared understanding of the problem also created a shared understanding of how to evaluate the solutions generated or standards, which in turn allowed the selection of the most creative solution. The limited work on team idea evaluation and selection has indicated that shared understanding, a social-cognitive emergent process, is important for effective idea evaluation and selection. SMMs are developed through communication, discussions, and previous shared experiences in the team (Mathieu et al., 2000; Zajac, et. al., 2014). However, direct research on the role of communication and information sharing on idea evaluation and selection is lacking. It has been suggested that teams, especially diverse teams, may perform well during idea evaluation as the diversity of perspectives ensures that multiple concerns and viewpoints are considered during the idea evaluation process. As such, more accurate evaluations may result (Reiter-Palmon et al., 2011).

**CREATIVITY IN VIRTUAL TEAMS**

Research focusing on creativity in virtual teams is limited (Chamakoitis et al., 2013). In fact, much of the discussion regarding creativity in virtual teams tends to be theoretical, with limited empirical evaluation of the factors that may facilitate or inhibit creativity. Theoretical discussions regarding creativity in virtual teams emphasize the difficult nature of communication in virtual teams, as certain modalities can inhibit the trust and psychological safety needed for effective creative collaboration (Nemiro, 2002; Ocker, 2005). Indeed, one study focused on end-user community innovations found that the quality of the interactions between community members was critical for innovation and that trust was an important antecedent of interaction quality (Frey & Luthje, 2011). Other related work focuses on the role of EBS in idea generation and to some extent on idea evaluation. While the research provides some important implications for virtual teams, in many cases it is unclear whether teams are actually virtual or co-located. In fact, many studies have used existing and co-located teams, where the EBS was only used for the purpose of the idea generation, and the teams did not use other virtual communication technologies in their day-to-day work (DeRosa et al., 2007). As such, it is not clear to what extent we can extrapolate from EBS research to virtual teams.

The only study that has directly investigated communication modality in virtual teams and creativity was conducted by Han et al. (2011). The study included teams of 4 students focusing on a task called the Computerized Post Office (Han et al., 2011). Participants were asked to develop recommendations and a final report for the Computerized Post Office working together over a period of 2 weeks. The reports were then evaluated for creativity of the recommendations. The results indicated that there were no significant differences between communication modalities across the different conditions. However, this study suffered from a number of limitations. First, the study had a small sample size (7-8 groups per condition) and therefore limited power. Importantly, the means on creativity ratings ranged from 3.5 to 5.1 on a 7-point scale, indicating the possibility of
differences if power was sufficient. Second, the study did not evaluate differences based on specific
cognitive processes or social processes that may contribute to team success or failure. Further, the
modalities themselves presented a considerable limitation: synchronous media modalities were
used for an initial meeting between teams, with follow-up meetings being asynchronous. Perhaps
even more significant, the date of the study (2011) meant that technological difficulties were still
persistent in a way that they are not today. Virtual communication technology has improved greatly,
and its widespread use indicates most participants will have basic knowledge of, and ability to use,
these technologies. Rising digital literacy among the workforce implies that virtual teams will likely
be a key feature in future organizations. Further, in 2011 modalities were limited to text, audio, or
video, and teams were not able to use additional aids that are available today, including sharing
documents, screen sharing, or annotation overlays. Thus, there continues to be many opportunities
for future inquiry that further test the ideas from Han et al. and others discussed.

**SOCIAL PROCESSES IN VIRTUAL TEAMS**

Although improved technology may have attenuated some constraints on virtual teams, teams may
still encounter problems related to their social interaction in a virtual space. When examining the
impact that working virtually has on team processes, we are met with some consistent challenges
related to perceived identification with the team. Specifically, when teammates are faced with using
a virtual modality that is not high in media richness, the decrease in social presence often leads
to disconnection from one’s teammates and a lack of belongingness (Curseu et al., 2008). These
perceptions can then lead to an array of problematic outcomes, as evidenced by meta-analyses
on virtual teams including increased conflict, decreased communication, knowledge sharing, and
openness (Mesmer-Magnus, et. al., 2011; De Guinea et al., 2012). For these reasons, among others, it
is often suggested that virtual teammates must establish rapport with one another before formally
beginning taskwork (Saunders, 2000). This can be done in a few different ways including meeting
solely for the purpose of introductions, discussing the best approach to the assigned task, or
generating a team charter that outlines roles and responsibilities. However, the underlying principle
remains the same: it is imperative to provide distributed, virtual teammates the opportunity to
build a psychologically safe social environment where information can flow freely without the fear
of retaliation. Indeed, research has shown that virtual teams which engage in these initial processes
exhibit higher levels of trust and effectiveness (Suchan & Hayzak, 2001).

Moreover, research on virtual team processes shows that, due to the hurdles of geographic
distance and decreased face-to-face interaction, it is easier to develop problems with trust (DeJong
& Elfring, 2010). Indeed, a meta-analysis on trust in virtual teams by Breuer, Huffmeier, and Hertel
(2016) showed that trust had a stronger impact on performance in virtual (α = .33) versus face-to-
face teams (α = .22) and that levels of trust significantly impacted a team’s information processes
via knowledge sharing, risk-taking behaviors, and team learning. This same study found that when
virtual teams kept documentation of team processes and responsibilities, maintaining high levels of trust was more important for team effectiveness. This is especially important to consider when a team is engaged in innovative processes seeing as idea generation and evaluation are heavily grounded in the public sharing of ideas via tools such as document sharing (De Leede et al., 2008). Ultimately, there are numerous outcomes linked to deficits in virtual team trust, including decreased coordination (Kanawattanachai & Yoo, 2007), cohesion (DeRosa et. al., 2014), and comfort using the virtual medium (Gaas, 2012).

Due to the often ad hoc nature of virtual teams, especially those with creative outcomes, the most challenging period of establishing trust is often at the beginning of the team’s life cycle (Crisp & Jarvenpaa, 2013). As such, research on virtual teams has highlighted the idea of promoting swift trust in temporary virtual teams. Swift trust, as a process, involves deemphasizing interpersonal relationships at the beginning of the team’s tenure and, instead, having teammates establish high levels of trust with one another via actions and involvement on the team’s task (Jarvenpaa & Leidner, 1999). In this sense, the action and involvement of teammates are seen as a proxy for rapport building and indicate that a team will be able to complete their task, be vulnerable to one another, and overcome any ambiguity during the process. However, the main flaw in swift trust is that, as a team has more time and experience working together, they are more likely to find that a person's behavior or actions call trust into question. Therefore, as a virtual team’s tenure progresses, swift trust becomes more fragile and additional social and cognitive processes need to be put into place as reinforcement (Hambley, et al., 2007). For instance, in the latter stages of tenure, if a virtual team engages in teammate monitoring and the clear identification of members’ changing roles, task-related norming can serve as a support to maintain high levels of trust (Crisp & Jarvenpaa, 2013).

Not surprisingly, as cognitive processes similar to learning (e.g., information exchange, team communication) take place, constructs related to open, free, and positive exchange of information within the team, such as psychological safety and reflexivity, have been found consistently to be related to team creativity and innovation (Carmeli & Spreitzer, 2009; Edmondson, 2004; Reiter-Palmon et al., 2018; West & Anderson, 1996). Similarly, information exchange and communication have been found to be related to increased creativity and innovation. However, the nature of that communication is critical. Considerable research has found that teams who engage in positive patterns of communication, collaboration, support are more creative (Drach-Zehavy & Somech, 2001; Hulsherger et al., 2009; Lovelace et al., 2001). On the other hand, relationship conflict and excessive task conflict are related to lowered creativity (De Dreu, 2006).

While a fair amount of research exists on the relationship between social processes in teams and creativity, much of that research is limited to more static, cross-sectional data. Research evaluating teams longitudinally finds that the effect of social processes and teamwork variables on creativity can vary over time (Hoegl et al., 2004). In addition, research has not fully integrated the two types of processes – social and cognitive – that are important for team creativity, nor have they considered the virtual environment where much of creativity and innovation must occur now.
In addition to work on cognitive and social processes by creativity research, albeit not among virtual teams, meetings researchers continue to explore and investigate the various communication behaviors that augment or detract from successful meetings. For example, Lehmann-Willenbrock and colleagues (2013) found that procedural communication behaviors (e.g. “thanks for that idea, but let’s focus on the key purpose of the meeting now”) are essential for accomplishing overarching meeting purposes and result in more satisfying and effective meeting experiences. In a follow-up study, Lehmann-Willenbrock and Allen (2014) found that humor behaviors in teams enable objective team performance, but only when that humor was affiliative in nature, rather than put-down humor. These and other real-time behavioral processes need investigation within the context of teams attempting to engage in creative processes, as these processes are likely to enable or constrain creativity (Lehmann-Willenbrock & Allen, 2018). Preliminary indications are that these behaviors are also present in virtual team meetings (Reed & Allen, 2021). In fact, current estimates suggest that between 70% and 80% of pre-COVID-19 meeting best practices still apply in fully virtual contexts (Reed & Allen, 2021).

**CREATIVITY IN VIRTUAL TEAMS – AGENDA FOR FUTURE RESEARCH**

Given the paucity of research on virtual team creativity and the increase in the number of geographically dispersed and virtual teams, a number of important questions emerge. These questions include issues related to both modality and social/cognitive processes and the interaction between these domains. *Table 1* includes a list of research questions, and we have expanded on several of them in the text below.

One important issue that needs to be addressed is whether communication modality has differential effects based on the specific process of the creative problem-solving effort. Research evaluating these processes at the individual and team level suggests that the antecedents to effective application of these processes vary across levels (Reiter-Palmon, 2018; Reiter-Palmon et al., 2008). McGrath and Hollingshead (1993) suggested that more rich media was not always the most beneficial. In fact, recent studies suggest that the richer medium of video-conferencing may lead to higher levels of overall meeting fatigue (Fosslien & Duffy, 2020). Rather, media richness needs to fit the purpose of the task and the meeting. For example, they argued that when the purpose of the team meeting is to generate many ideas, text-based media were a better fit than video-based media. That is, less rich media were a better fit because more rich media may cause distraction. In fact, the work on EBS supports this contention (e.g. Gallupe et al., 1992). In contrast, McGrath and Hollingshead (1993) further suggested that when conflict is high, more rich media are most appropriate because they allow for better negotiation and lower likelihood of misunderstanding. Given that conflict can arise at various points of the creative process, but especially during the problem construction and idea evaluation processes, video capabilities may be more suitable.
Table 1. Questions to Guide Future Research on Creativity in Virtual Teams

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Questions related to communication modality</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Does communication modality have differential effects based on the specific process of the creative problem-solving effort (problem identification and construction, idea generation, idea evaluation and selection)?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Does using additional features of virtual meeting technology influence the creativity of the output?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Does the use of additional features have differential effects based on the specific process of the creative problem-solving effort (problem identification and construction, idea generation, idea evaluation and selection)?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Questions related to social processes in virtual teams</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• How do social processes in virtual teams influence the creativity of the output?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Do social processes have differential effects based on the specific process of the creative problem-solving effort (problem identification and construction, idea generation, idea evaluation and selection)?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• How do social processes influence creativity when teams are hybrid (i.e., when some members are face to face and some are virtual)?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Questions related to the interaction of communicational modality and social processes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• How do communication modalities and the use of additional features influence the development of social processes in creative virtual teams?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• How do the inter-relationships between cognitive processes and social processes unfold over time and are they dependent on communication modality?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• How do social processes, cognitive processes, and communication modalities interact to influence the outcome of the creative problem-solving effort?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• How do social processes influence creativity when teams use multi-modal communication (i.e., when some team members use voice while others use video)?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

However, no research to date has investigated whether there are differences in process effectiveness based on specific communication modalities. One way in which this gap can be addressed would be to focus on specific creative processes and evaluate the effectiveness of the process under different modes of communication directly. For example, teams can be asked to actively engage in problem construction using the three main modalities (i.e., text-based, teleconferencing, video conferencing). The quality and originality of the resulting problem restatements can then be evaluated. Similarly, we can assess whether idea evaluation effectiveness differs across modalities by focusing only on the accuracy of a team’s idea evaluations.

Given the variety of different modalities, there is also the possibility of multiple modalities being used at the same time, or over time. For example, the notion of hybrid teams, where some team members meet face-to-face, while others join remotely has already been explored (Fiol & O’Connor, 2005). Fiol and O’Connor suggested that hybrid teams face unique challenges compared to face-to-face or pure virtual teams, especially those related to social processes. For example, the networks of communication vary dramatically based on the nature of the hybrid meeting, creating more or less opportunity for social interaction within the meeting context (Reed & Allen, 2021). However, research on hybrid teams is limited, and even more in relation to creativity and innovation. The use of hybrid teams will likely increase as some team members will work in the office part of the week, and some will work at home. Understanding how team interactions and social processes
unfold for hybrid teams and how those social processes may influence different creative cognitive processes is important. For example, some tasks such as ideation may be more suited for a hybrid format, whereas other tasks such idea evaluation may be better conducted when all team members can meet face to face.

In addition, team members likely use multiple modalities at the same time. At times team members may choose to use audio only, potentially due to broadband issues, being on the road, or a distracting background, whereas at other times they may choose to use video. Moreover, different team members may join the virtual space using different modalities for the same meeting. You can find a number of articles in the popular press advocating for turning off cameras as a way to reduce anxiety, stress, and zoom fatigue, whereas other articles indicate that meeting participants or students who have turned off the camera may be disengaged (c.f., Marks, 2020; Shearn, 2021; Wasche, 2020). Research should determine whether the use of different modalities in the same meeting influences creative outcomes and whether there are differential effects based the cognitive process. Specifically, both within lab and in the field, studies are needed that fully describe the modalities being used for a given meeting, and the outcomes thereof, so as to draw comparison across modalities. It is likely that although there are many different potential modality combinations (e.g. two on audio, three on video, two face-to-face, with some interlocking mechanism), some patterns of results may provide indications of which modality combinations work and which do not.

**CONCLUSION**

On the outset, organizations and teams now need to be able to collaborate more effectively, and even generate creative solutions, outside what was normal operating procedures (i.e. face-to-face). The rapid improvement of technology over the past few years and its proliferation over a global pandemic has exposed possibilities of working virtually to more and more organizations. The switch to virtual contexts introduces both opportunities (e.g., meet anywhere, anytime, with just about anyone) and challenges (e.g. multiple modality contributions converging, simultaneously competing for human attention) in relation to creative processes, meeting processes, and virtual team success or failure. Our postulations and ideas for a future agenda to manage these opportunities come at a time when it is almost too late. Our hope is that many pick up the challenge to solve the modern working world challenges, some of which we noted herein.
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